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A woman always take handbag anywhere and anytime is because recently, based on the reports of
psychologist from Britain Medium it is proved that this is because different color handbags could
bring enough confidence for them. Bag can sometimes reveal the owner's secret. Handbags are
one of the main fashion accessory used by women. Women are always using a handbag or a purse
when going outside. Whether they are going to movie, office, shopping, club etc.

There are so many different types and models of designer handbags for women available in the
market. Owing and using such a designer handbags for women, is certainly too proud on. It has the
pride that we edge with when we are carrying or wearing a glamorous and stylish handbag for
women. But when going to buy a handbag there are many things hovering in one's mind about the
quality of material, workmanship, materials used, style, designer etc. Women use different types of
handbags in different color, different material, style etc., these handbags are of various categories
like designer handbags, leather handbags for women, fashion handbags etc. The handbags made
from the leather and other such expensive material are very costly as they are made of durable
leather will lasts for a long time and the color of the handbag will never fade. Leather handbags are
of premium quality fashion accessory that can develop and boost your overall emergence in an
outstanding manner. The best and finest part of leather handbags is that its fabric can last for long
as compared to any other type of fabrics.

Daniela Zagnolli has added a new stock of Faux fur handbags to her latest collection, the leather
handbag is available in black, gray and soft brown, all these bags are made of different leathers like
Mongolian Lamb Fur,  Chinchilla fur, leopard fur etc. The leather bag has a lush fur panel and
luxurious gold satin lining. It features a zippered side panel, metallic snap closure, and gold plated
brass detailing and hooks on the leather strap. This versatile handbag easily transitions from day to
night.

One more type of handbag is Faux fur handbag which is quickly gaining popularity in recent days.
Many renowned  and experienced designers are adding and showcasing their faux fur handbags in
their collection. Many women are not really big time admirers of these Faux handbags but some of
them have interest and related details, and a number of them are very elegant and classy. A
beautiful furry evening handbag with elaborate pearl beads. It is for sure that this furry handbag will
make a statement with any evening gown. Designers basically incorporate these furry handbags
while winter fashion. You can find various categories of Faux fur handbags like hobo style, back
pack style, clutch, tote bag etc.

Daniela Zagnolli is a famous and renowned designer, she adds glimpse to each and every design.

Daniela Zagnolli has added a new stock of Faux fur handbags to her latest collection, the fur
handbag is available in black, gray, Red, soft brown color made of different kinds of leather like
Mongolian Lamb Fur,  Chinchilla fur, leopard fur etc. These fur bags are of different style like hobo
style loto style, etc, Faux fur handbag features a beautifully lined interior, flap closure, and an
adjustable antique plated chain strap that can be worn in three lengths. Adorned with removable
antique plated chains with charms and stones that can also be worn as a necklace. Throw a
statement with Daniela Zagnolliâ€™s faux fur handbag
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Daniela Zagnolli - About Author:
Daniela Zagnolli was a Famous Brazilian born New York based designer.Daniela Zagnolli is well
known for her notable writings on women lifestyle.Her writings are good and meaningful information
about a Women's Fashion Accessories. See also her latest designs and a women's accessories
collection  at our online shop
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